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Spring has certainly arrived with many trees and shrubs bursting with new leaf!  Now the 
waiting game begins – when will our first proper rains arrive?  Temperatures in early 
September were already climbing to the mid-30 so you can imagine what kind of a 
summer we’re going to have.  The long weekend of the 24th arrived with heavy thickset 
clouds bringing respite from the already hot days, and which gave us 1mm of rain.  Our 
season to date is now 23mm.  

Many shareholders decided to come down to the reserve for the long weekend and a 
total of 16 houses were occupied.  The weather was cool to start off but the day after 
the rain we woke to brilliant sunshine which brought out the sunscreen and costumes 
with many people congregating at the pool.

Idyllic scene at the river (Photo by Brent)

RECORDED SIGHTINGS DURING SEPTEMBER

09 Sept B29 10h00 2 leopard seen at Office crossing

19 Sept B5 late pm 2 lion cornered a leopard in a knob thorn tree at Kudu 
pan



24 Sept B35 10h00 Herd of +-45 buffalo at Kudu pan

B26 19h00 2 Hyena on Mica hill road

26 Sept B1 23h00 2 X black-mane lion at the top of old airstrip

27 Sept B21 09h00 Buffalo, elephant and zebra at Kudu pan

B1 pm Large male leopard on Rocky Horror drive

28 Sept B29 am Lioness and 2 males near Parsons airstrip

29 Sept B21 am Herd of +- 50 buffalo on Rhino plains

30 Sept Joe 19h00 African Wild cat next to our driveway

On the 30th Nick (B34) radioed in Joe to tell him that there were a lot of vultures perched 
in the trees near Kudu pan.  On closer inspection they found a dead buffalo cow which 
looked as though it had died of natural causes.  Joe contacted Craig, the Warden of 
the Balule Nature Reserve, to find out whether any other reports had been made 
regarding animals dying and they ruled out any possibility of it being anthrax.  

GAME COUNT

The annual game count, carried over a period of 3 days, was conducted by ARC/RFI 
covering the whole Balule Reserve on the 2nd September.  Please let me know if you’re 
interested in the figures, and I’ll forward a copy to you.

Making sure the wind was blowing   the right direction; I 
watched this elephant bull come closer and closer to 
where I was standing inside our garden, until he was so 
close I could almost count the hairs on his trunk!!

Elephant continue to descend on the property with 
them being seen around almost every corner, leaving their trail of evidence 
everywhere; de-barked trees, ring-barked trees, pushed over trees, shattered and 
ripped apart shrubs!  Earsplitting cracks, like rifle shots, are heard day in and day out as 
they snap the branches and tree trunks, wasting no time in pushing over marvelous 
specimens in split seconds. Hopefully decent rains will fall soon which should help to 
dissipate the numbers presently on the reserve.



Jackie (B5) sent us this piece on the wonderful sightings she had during a visit this 
month:

THE BIG FIVE

In 1983, at Londolozi, I saw the Big Five in 23 minutes.  Having done that, it left me cold – rushing 
around at breakneck speed and ignoring the other myriad pleasures of the bush.

When I moved in to Golden Ears (Site 5) on 1st November 2001, I remember recording in my “Safari 
Journal” the first impala I saw!  It was just over a year before I came across my first lion on ONGR and in 
between, many exciting small incidents had occurred whether with owls, honey badgers or snakes.

How things have changed!

Four friends and I arrived on 15th September to find elephant damage throughout the reserve – and they 
were everywhere.  During the days, from the deck we saw small herds crossing the plain in front of the 
lodge and for the first three nights, whilst in the boma, we heard the snapping of branches and crack of 
huge trees as the destruction continued throughout the night.  That’s the ELEPHANT.

On 16th September our drive on the north yielded two groups of male kudu – all fine specimens – one 
large group of female kudu and young, more ellies, zebra, giraffe including a very young foal, impala and 
other good general game.

On 17th we went for a picnic and a long drive on the South.   Apart from a few impala and the odd giraffe 
the game was sparse to the extent that after three hours of driving around it was almost embarrassing –
and then, exiting from Lisbon B we came across two rhino.  Brilliant!  After extensive viewing we moved 
on towards Rhino Dam for lunch.  However, within five minutes there were another two rhino.  
Eventually we pulled in to Rhino Dam to find yet another male rhino wallowing in the heat of the day in 
what is really quite a small pond!  His rump showed huge scratch marks – such as inflicted by a lion’s 
claws.  His face bore various open sores and one could see they could possibly have been inflicted by a 
lion’s jaw.  There were other sores on his body and evidence of a full-on lion attack.  He looked in pain 
and was certainly trying to keep his sores under the water to soothe them.  After an hour he managed to 
stand up and slowly walked away.  On our return to the north we saw the sixth RHINO.

Saturday 19th was our last night and having done a good general game drive in the morning suggested 
we went to Kudu Pan Lookout for our last sundowners.  We arrived at the first lookout and the 
waterhole was bare.  Never mind – we’ll enjoy the sunset.  Then, whilst unpacking the cold-box, I 
glanced over to the pan.  Behind the pan, which, as you know, is a long way away, there’s the Sedumoni 
gully, and behind that a little earthy ridge before the terrain rises up towards Mica Hill.  To the right of a 
tree on the earthy ridge there was a yellow “rock”.  I took my binocs and “wow”, the “rock” was a male 
lion.  As I scanned I spotted another male close by – both on top of this earthy ridge.  I wondered if there 
were any more to this pride and then I saw it.  Balanced on the crown of a dead thorn tree close by – he 
couldn’t get any higher – was a leopard.  He was so aware of the lions that one can only assume he’d 
been chased up there.  So in one binocular vision, (if you knew exactly where to look) you could see two 
male LIONS and the LEOPARD.  After about fifteen minutes and a strong, celebratory whisky, the lions 
stood up and walked away from us, back up the hill.  The leopard stood up to observe their departure 



before sliding down the tree and disappearing into the Sedumoni.  Had we been parked down at the 
pan, we would never have seen the leopard on top of the tree.

On 20th September, our day of departure, we’d put the game viewer to bed and were loading the Sani 
when over the radio one of our members called in buffalo at Wildebeest Pan.  I know we’re not allowed 
to drive our town vehicles down game drive roads and I’m the last one to break the rules – but this was 
an amazing opportunity.  And then I thought if I drive along (what I call) Water tank Ridge (Sites 22-25?) 
where day cars are allowed to travel, we might just be able to see Wildebeest Pan.  And from that hairy 
road we looked down onto a couple of BUFFALO.

Four of these Big Five were seen on the North, and with the black rhino now on Parsons and with the 
possible introduction of black rhino to ONGR, it may well be that we’ll experience the real Big Five on 
the North in the future. 

In conclusion, after eight years at ONGR, this wonderful experience has meant so much more to me than
the 23 minutes at Londolozi.

FLORA

The bush has come alive with most of the knob thorns and sjambok pod trees now in full 
bloom – the sight one sees when you travel the high points on the reserve is one of 
absolute beauty, filled with cream and bright yellow.  Heralding spring and nestled 
away against rocks for protection are also a multitude of shrubs that have come into 
flower, and which I captured some photos of:

Num num (Carissa bispinosa) Plectranthus tetenis

Impala lily (Adenium multiflorum)

Who needs an English country garden when we have our own unique flora?



Common star chestnut (Sterculia rogersii)

DRIVING ON THE RESERVE

The following extract was sent to us by Wilfried Wesslau (A11), which he says is 
invaluable in adding to the pleasure of driving on our reserve.  

Understanding our Game viewing vehicles:

We all come from different parts of the world and have a variety of knowledge, 
experience and technical understanding.  For instance, in my home-country, Germany, it is 
virtually impossible to drive off tarmac or sealed roads.

We all bought our game-viewers and use them without any training.  Some people have no 
problems to cope with tracks in the bush, others are rather afraid of them – just think 
about the name “Rocky Horror”!   

The most important issue is to understand the technical aspects of 4X4 vehicles.  There 
are vast differences as far as the design goes.

1. Vehicles, that normally run in two-wheel drive (the rear axle is driven).  Some come 
with so called free-wheeling hubs in the front. The hubs must always be “locked” 
under ONGR road conditions.  A lever inside the vehicle – next to the gearshift –
allows for three settings:

   Two wheel drive
Four wheel drive
Four wheel drive with low range

   
Two-wheel drive is recommended for sealed roads – the minimum friction is created 
- Tyre and fuel saving.

   

When road-conditions are slippery, sandy or muddy and especially on steep inclines –



both downhill and uphill - the four-wheel-drive setting in high-range is a must.  I 
only know of one track in ONGR where low-range is necessary. A typical vehicle 
in this category is the Toyota Landcruiser and the Nissan Patrol.

2. Vehicles that are permanently operating in 4X4.

On ONGR you just drive it as a normal car without even the thought of touching the 
lever next to the gearshift.  A typical vehicle is the Landrover fitted with coil 
springs. Landrovers with leaf-springs fall into the previous class.  Sorry, Sten and 
Benjamine – your Landy has coilsprings, but not permanent 4X4.

Please also remember at any sighting to switch off your vehicle, as other vehicles may 
be behind you of which you are not aware of, and that people will not have the pleasure 
of listening to the sounds of the bush.


